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Abstract Personalization of the e-learning systems accord-
ing to the learner’s needs and knowledge level presents the
key element in a learning process. E-learning systems with
personalized recommendations should adapt the learning
experience according to the goals of the individual learner.
Aiming to facilitate personalization of a learning content,
various kinds of techniques can be applied. Collaborative
and social tagging techniques could be useful for enhanc-
ing recommendation of learning resources. In this paper,
we analyze the suitability of different techniques for apply-
ing tag-based recommendations in e-learning environments.
The most appropriate model ranking, based on tensor fac-
torization technique, has been modified to gain the most
efficient recommendation results. We propose reducing tag
space with clustering technique based on learning style
model, in order to improve execution time and decrease
memory requirements, while preserving the quality of the
recommendations. Such reduced model for providing tag-
based recommendations has been used and evaluated in a
programming tutoring system.
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1 Introduction

“Web 2.0” has made new significant concepts for education
on the Internet. Collaborative tagging, as a fragment of Web
2.0, is an important tool for classification dynamic content
[1]. Progressive user experiences and collective intelligence
impact the conception of authority in educational systems.
Based on the current trend, present in the recent period,
we investigate the process of integration recommender sys-
tems and collaborative tagging techniques into e-learning
systems.

The collaborative tagging process creates a set of
tags, usually named folksonomies, useful for describing a
resource [2]. In order to define relevancy, folksonomies can
add semantics to resources through a social tagging pro-
cess. The folksonomies allow adding of semantics without
the support of individual manual indexers or automated
keyword generators [3].

The tagging process permits the user to utilize his own
words or concepts of great significance. In e-learning envi-
ronments, learners can take advantage from creating tags
in several essential manners: first, tagging has proved as
an adequate meta-cognitive strategy that engages learners
more successfully in the learning process. By highlighting
the most important part of a text, learners can remember it
better. Furthermore, tagging activities could inspire learners
to more thoroughly engage themselves in a learning pro-
cess and could help them understand learning content [4].
Gathering of learners’ opinions about specific resources,
could give more comprehensible recommendations about
the resources for other learners.
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An increasing number of users, exposing their preferen-
ces for specific content via the tag assignments, initiated the
appearance of tag-based profiling approaches. As a result,
tags have become exciting and valuable information to im-
prove recommender system’s algorithms. The key improve-
ment of tag-based recommender systems [5] can be expres-
sed with examination of tags, determination of user prefer-
ences and interests and make available recommendations of
which resources could be interesting for the user.

This paper analyzes possible integration of recom-
mender systems and collaborative tagging in an intelligent
web-based programming tutoring system, named Protus
(PRogramming TUtoring System) that has possibilities to
take into account pedagogical aspects of the learner. The
research presented in this paper focuses on the proper selec-
tion of collaborative tagging techniques that could increase
motivation of learners and their comprehension of the learn-
ing content. We incorporate tag-based recommendation into
a learning approach implemented in Protus. Such approach
allows the system to quickly identify the most suitable sup-
plementary material for learners and present it to them.
Tagged parts of lessons provide information that will be
used for further recommendation of adequate material to
a learner. Therefore, it can be expected that personalized
recommendations in the system will be consistent with the
learner’s interests and previously acquired knowledge. This
approach should also simplify collaboration and interaction
between learners.

The most appropriate model ranking based on tensor fac-
torization technique has been calculated, used and evaluated
in our tutoring system to provide the most suitable recom-
mendation of learning resources to learners The clustering
technique based on learning style model has been imple-
mented to reduce tag space for providing recommendations.
We argue that improved collaborative tagging technique will
shorten the execution time and decrease memory require-
ments, while at the same time the quality of the provided
recommendations will be guaranteed.

We performed several experiments using our proposed
approach to prove that learners’ motivation, as an important
concept in learning process, can be enhanced with gener-
ated recommendations. The performance of the system has
also been evaluated from the view-points of both teachers
and learners. In addition, we investigated collaborative tag-
ging processes and how position of a tag correlates with its
expressiveness. We performed a semantic analysis of tags to
better understand their different utilization.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
the results of contemporary research about using collabora-
tive tagging for learning process and knowledge acquisition.
Section 3 provides descriptions of tag-based recommender
systems suitable for applications in e-learning environments

and our proposed approach used for personalization pro-
cess in programming domain. Experimental evaluation of
integrated recommender system based on collaborative tag-
ging techniques into our tutoring system is presented in
Section 4. The concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2 Brief literature review

Delivering personalized learning resources often includes
tasks in which a system recommends a learning mate-
rial to an active learner [6]. The anticipated benefits of
tag-based recommendation within e-learning systems were
presented in several studies along with the potential of social
tagging for increasing metadata descriptions [7]. Other ben-
efits include improvement of search and data mining of
educational resources.

Recommendations provide learners with personal learn-
ing environments and connect them to learner networks
where they can collaborate by using the available tools
[8]. Author in [9] examined different recommender strate-
gies and their applicability in personal learning environment
settings and presented a possible strategy for generating
recommendations of educational content.

Several authors investigated the possibility of using
social tagging in education as a support for learning prac-
tices. The expected benefits of tagging for describing educa-
tional resources were presented in [10–14]. These method-
ologies can be regarded as appropriate applications of social
tagging for improvement of e-learning systems.

The authors in [15] presented an approach for estimating
the value and usability of an existing learning material. They
presented a methodology to investigate the learners’ indi-
vidual and social behavior while interacting with learning
objects. The authors used social tagging to utilize context
data on the way to make set of learning objects more useful,
and thus improve their reuse.

Efficiency of social tagging depends heavily on motiva-
tion of learners to express their opinions about educational
content in tag form. The authors in [16] investigated the rela-
tion between users’ motivation for tagging and the resulting
enlarged metadata descriptions. The authors proposed a
methodology that aims to evaluate whether motivation of
users’ tagging can influence the extensions of educational
resources and the resulted folksonomy.

Collaborative tagging could enlarge metadata of learning
material but more in depth studies are needed regarding the
use of tagging within specialized intelligent tutoring sys-
tems [17]. In this paper, we will present intelligent tutoring
system (Protus) that is used for a programming course and
we will present how recommendation of learning resources
could be achieved by using social tagging techniques.
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Intention of obtained experimental results is to indicate
how graph-based and tensor based approaches for tag rec-
ommendation can be applied to e-learning environments.
The goal was not to increase attention level of learners, or
their entertainment, but to improve the teaching process and
make the learning more efficient.

Novelties are introduced in recommendation method and
possibilities for its application in the learning system are
presented. Main novelties are: reducing tag space with clus-
tering based on identified learning styles, speeding up of
tensor based recommenders with such reduced tag space
and improving the quality of recommendations with ranking
tensor factorization.

3 Applying tag-based recommender systems
to e-learning environments

By tradition, e-learning systems should provide custom
instructions for learners on finding the appropriate learning
materials, personalized and adapted to the needs, knowl-
edge, talents and learning style of learners [18]. Their main
limitations are:

• there is a need to develop specific and different types of
e-learning systems in accordance with the domain for
which they are designed and

• it is not possible to embed into the systems all the
possibilities that cover the specific requirements and
necessities of each learner in each part of the learning
course.

For that reason, a dynamic support is desirable in order
to recommend learners appropriate activities, necessary for
achieving their learning goals. Furthermore, these systems
should have the possibility to discover applicable content on
the Internet, which would adapt, customize and personalize
within learners and professionals’ domains.

Our aim in this chapter is to examine the appropriate-
ness of integration recommender systems based on tags
into an innovative framework for e-learning purposes. The
improvement of such integration considering the e-learning
systems is mostly evident in their ability to recognize the
performance of individual learners and in their capability to
encourage learners in their own learning path according to
the most appropriate tags and learning items [19].

Writing tags can be very useful for learners in several
significant ways [20–22]:

1. Tagging, as a metacognitive strategy, has the potential
for engaging learners in the learning process.

2. For both educators and administrators, the information
delivered by tags makes accessible insights on learner’s
knowledge and activities.

3. Tagging represent a reflective practice that can give
learners an opportunity to summarize their ideas, while
receiving efficient support through viewing other learn-
ers’ tags/tag recommendations.

4. Collaborative tags in a tutoring system could be used
by content authors to recognize learners’ progress on
different levels. Tags could be used for analysis of
learners’ comprehension or misconception of a learn-
ing material (at the individual level), and to identify the
overall progress of the class (at the group level).

5. E-learning systems currently lack efficient support for
self-organization and annotation of teaching material
[20]. However, learners in the campuses can be seen
engaged in a number of annotation activities, such
as writing notes, highlighting text, or bookmarking
pages. Tagging encourages learners’ engagement as it
allows them to add comments, corrections, links, or join
discussions.

In the remainder of this section, we present ranking based on
factorization model (RTF - Ranking with tensor factoriza-
tion algorithm) for providing tag-based recommendations
with emphasis on their application in e-learning environ-
ments. This model was chosen as it performed the best in
the comparative study presented in the Section 4. Details of
the remaining techniques that were used in the study could
be found in [2, 23–31].

The experiments have been performed to analyze the
suitability of RTF technique for applying tag-based recom-
mendations in e-learning environments as well as compar-
ing graph-based and tensor based approaches for tag recom-
mendation applied to e-learning environments. As it will be
presented in the Section 4, the advantage of selected tech-
nique is that it shortened the execution time and decreased
memory requirements, while in the same time the quality of
the provided recommendations have been preserved.

3.1 Personalized recommendations in a programming
tutoring system

Programming tutoring system named Protus has been
implemented and used at our Department. Protus allow
learners to learn with personalized learning material pre-
pared within appropriate course and to test the acquired
knowledge. The first fully implemented and tested ver-
sion of the system contained introductory Java program-
ming course [32]. Java is chosen because it is a repre-
sentative example of an object-oriented language and is
therefore suitable for the teaching object-oriented concepts.
The course is designed for learning programming basics
for learners with no object-oriented programming experi-
ence. Architecture of Protus, presented in Fig. 1, contains
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Fig. 1 Protus system architecture

five practical components: learner model, session monitor,
domain module, application module and adaptation module.

Learner model is used for collecting useful information
about an individual learner. Data from learner model are
arranged in three categories according to shared qualities
and characteristics [39]:

• Personal information - data about learner supplied dur-
ing the registration process, like: personal data, prefer-
ences, previous knowledge, etc. The learner can edit this
data during the registration to the system.

• Performance information - data monitored and recorded
by the system, like: cognitive style, information about
learner’s progress and current level of knowledge,
his/her misconceptions and the overall performance.

• Learning history information – data about lessons and
tests learner has studied, learner’s interaction with the
system, the assessments for particular lesson etc. The
data is automatically retrieved from the Protus system.

In order to retain track of the learner’s activities and
progress, session monitor gradually updates the learner

model during sessions. It is responsible for detection and
correction learner’s errors and redirection of the session
consequently.

Domain module represents storage of learning concepts
and objects from the domain, teaching material and tests.
The structure of information content is defined by the
domain module. Java programming course in Protus is
divided into six units, each containing several lectures [32].
Each lecture (out of eighteen) contains several learning
objects (LOs): explanations (tutorials), illustrative examples
that explain theoretical parts and illustrates key concepts.
Additional tests were implemented for inspection of learn-
ers’ knowledge.

Application module, as essential part of an adaptive and
personalized system, is designed to adapt the learning con-
tent to the individual learners. It supports different tech-
niques and strategies aimed to select or compute particular
navigation patterns through the learning resources based on
the learner model.
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Adaptation module generates personalization based on
recommender system [33]. It consists of three components
for generating personalized recommendations (Fig. 2):

A. A learner-system interaction module collects and
prepares data about learner’s activities: visited pages,
sequential patterns, grades earned, test results etc.

B. An off-line module applies learner model and data
analysis strategy to identify the learner’s objectives
and content profiles. The first step is determination
of learning style for each user based on the initial
questionnaire. Learning content can be filtered based
on learning styles, current status of the course and
learner’s affiliation.

C. A recommendation engine creates a recommendation
list for the groups of learners, as even for learners with
similar learning interests, their capability to resolve a
task can vary due to the variety of their knowledge
level. As a first step to cluster learners, we carry out a
data clustering technique based on their learning styles.
Then, a recommendation list is created based on:

• The learners’ tags, or
• Recognized learning patterns, through mining the

frequent sequences by the AprioriAll algorithm.

Personalized recommendations of a teaching mate-
rial are generated based on the ratings of frequent
sequences and with use of collaborative filtering
method, provided by the Protus system.

The task of tag-based personalized recommendation is to
offer a learner a personalized ranked tags list for a specific
item.

3.2 Tag-based personalized recommendation
using ranking with tensor factorization
technique and learning style clustering

The recommendation component of the Protus system has
been implemented in order to recommend most popular tags
and experimentally compare this tag-list with the list from
the previous version of the system [34]. Based on com-
prehensive comparisons of techniques that can be used to
recommend tags, in the rest of this section, we will show
tag-based personalized recommendation using ranking with
tensor factorization (RTF) technique. The recommendation
process consists of three phases:

• Creating initial tensor
• Calculating tensor factorization
• Generating a list of recommended items

Fig. 2 The recommendation component of Protus system
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3.2.1 Creating initial tensor

We have been used 3-dimensional data of learners, items
(learning objects) and tags in order to generate the initial
tensor. The third order tensor A∈ R|L|×|I |×|T | represents
this data where |L|, |I | and |T | are the dimensions of
the data of learners, items and tags, respectively. A value
(A)litk = alit can represent, for example, how many times
learner l tagged an item i with a tag t . In this phase
following steps can be recognized:

• Creating a learner set based on learning styles.
• Determining a set of tags used by the learners.
• Resolving the item set, tagged with the tags by the

learners.
• Iterating through the learners, items and tags. Determi-

nation if a current item is tagged by the current learner
and current tag and mark the obtainable association in
the tensor.

• If a learner does not tag an item with a tag keeping the
empty relations of a current learner.

Our innovative approach can be observed as a process of
creating a learner set, based on the learning styles, which
other similar algorithms in e-learning environments haven’t
applied. Namely, essential point is that the clusters for the
classification of the data set were based on learners’ learn-
ing styles. It is obvious that different learners have different
preferences, needs and approaches to learning. Therefore, it
is very important to accommodate the system for the dif-
ferent styles of learners through learning environments that
they prefer and find more efficient. Learning styles can
be defined as unique manners in which learners begin to
concentrate on, process, absorb, and retain new and diffi-
cult information. They are distinctive individual patterns of
learning, which vary from person to person. After the clus-
ters are formed based on learning styles categories, tagging
recommendations have been validated to discover useful
knowledge for the learner in terms of his/her behaviour in
respect to different psychological categories.

We selected the Felder-Silverman learning style model
(FSLSM) to be applied in Protus. The learning style deter-
mination is done using the Index of Learning Styles (ILS),
a data collection tool for investigating learning styles [35].
The ILS is a 44-question, freely available, multiple-choice
learning styles instrument, which assesses variations in indi-
vidual learning style preferences across four dimensions:
Information Processing, Information Perception, Informa-
tion Reception and Information Understanding. The results
gathered by this questionnaire are used to define appropriate

clusters, which determine groups of learners with the similar
learning style preferences.

3.2.2 Calculating tensor factorization

The initial tensor has to be defined in order to calculate
a tensor factorization. Then the following steps should be
applied:

• First, the initial tensor needs to be divided in the 3 mode
matrices.

• Second, the dimensions are reduced for each mode
matrix. A core tensor is computed according to these
reduced matrices.

• As a final point, the matrices are transformed and
multiplications are applied. The factorized tensor is
computed.
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3.2.3 Generating a list of recommended items

The process of tag recommendation is useful in prediction
which tags a learner prefers to use for tagging an item. It
means that system for tag recommendation must predict the
numerical values of the factorized tensor specifying how
much the learner favors a particular tag for an item. The sys-
tem provides a learner with a personalized list of the best
N tags for a specific item, instead of predicting a particular
element.

3.3 Tagging interface in Protus system

Specialized learning resources have been created by teach-
ers, using the authoring tools of Protus. Along presentation
of resources, user interface of Protus also provides options
for tags creation and review for each resource (Fig. 3).

The menu for tagging in Protus (Fig. 4) allows learn-
ers to participate in annotation activities: adding comments,
links, and corrections or join shared discussion. The learner
creates a tag by selecting learning object and entering key-
words in the appropriate textfield. Protus allows participants
to enter as many tags as they wish. The tags could be sep-
arated by commas or spaces, therefore not restricted to a
single word.

As opposed to many popular tagging systems, which only
permit single word as tags, Protus allows the use of multi-
word tags. Every time a learner returns to particular learning

resource, the list of tags previously made will reappear
(Fig. 5). Every click on individual tag gives the learner one
of two options: Edit or Remove.

The Other’s tags list, representing the most popular tags
of other learners, appears under Others’ Tags. Learners can
add choose tags from the Others’ tags and add it to My tags
list. An example of these functionalities is shown in Fig. 6.

Based on the findings from performed comparative anal-
ysis of tag-based recommender algorithms, the “recom-
mended tags” list is generated according to the learners’ and
based on Ranking with Tensor Factorization model (Fig. 7).

4 Experimental research

The goal of the experiments was to analyze the suitability
of RTF technique for applying tag-based recommendations
in e-learning as well as comparing graph-based and ten-
sor based approaches for tag recommendation applied to
e-learning environments. Defined model for providing tag-
based recommendations has been used and evaluated in our
programming tutoring system.

In addition, we have carried out some experiments to
evaluate the performance of the system from the points of
view of both teachers and learners. The goal was to:

• investigate the performance of RTF complexity runtime
compared to the FolkRank (Section 4.5.),

• investigate collaborative tagging processes and how
position of a tag correlates with its expressiveness
(Section 4.6),

• perform a semantic analysis of tags to better understand
different utilization of tags (Section 4.7) and

• perform expert validity study to systematically verify
the relationship between learning comprehension and
learner data tagging (Section 4.8)

The experiments were performed on an educational dataset,
consisting of 120 learners, high school students, partici-
pants of the Center for Young Talents project, supported by
the Schneider Electric DMS NS company, Novi Sad. The
experiment took a month, in September 2015. Involved stu-
dents were programming beginners that successfully passed
the basic computer literacy courses at the High school for
Electrical engineering, Novi Sad.

4.1 Data clustering

Aiming to cluster the learners into a sub-classis, we encour-
aged them to fill the Felder-Soloman ILS (Index of Learning
Styles) Questionnaire [36]. This questionnaire contains a
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Fig. 3 Interface of Protus

Fig. 4 Interface for creating tags

Fig. 5 My tags list

Fig. 6 List of Other’s tags

Fig. 7 List of recommended tags
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Fig. 8 Learning styles results

set of 44 questions over 4 categories on behalf of learning
preferences and styles: Sensing versus Intuitive, Active ver-
sus Reflective, Visual versus Verbal, and Sequential versus
Global. Figure 8 shows the association of learners identi-
fied preferences according to learning styles through all 4
categories.

It was possible to define appropriate clusters based on
the results of the questionnaires, which determined learner
profiles for 120 learners. Clusters were formed for different
combinations of learning styles within the three categories
(Table 1).

Information processing Category was omitted in order to
increase the number of learners in separate clusters and to
obtain more relevant recommendation data. The usage data
for each cluster is presented in Table 2. Number of learners,
number of learning objects and their tags, average number
of tags for separate learner and average number of tags per
learning object were presented.

4.2 Experimental protocol and evaluation metrics

The proposed models are evaluated by maintaining the part
of the data set specified as the test set, and constructing
prediction models from the remains data, specified as the
training set. The data set was randomly divided into an
experiment and a test set with respective sizes 80 and 20

percent of the observed set. Classical metrics of precision
and recall were chosen as performance measures for the
item and tag recommendations [26]. Precision and recall are
typical metrics used for evaluation of information recovery
systems in different educational settings. Mapping in a rec-
ommender system manner of speaking, metrics of precision
and recall are defined concerning the estimation of the top
N recommendations.

Recall and precision can be calculated for a test user u,
the randomly picked item i and the set of recommended tags
T̂ (u, i), as:

precision (T̂ (u, i)) = 1
|U |

∑

u∈U

∣∣∣tags (u, i) ∩ T̂ (u, i)

∣∣∣
∣∣∣T̂ (u, i)

∣∣∣
(1)

recall(T̂ (u, i)) = 1

|U |
∑

u∈U

∣∣∣tags(u, i) ∩ T̂ (u, i)

∣∣∣
|tags(u, i)| (2)

Precision represents the relation of the recommended rele-
vant tags number or items from the top N list entries to N
(formula 1).

Recall represents the relation of recommended relevant
tags or items number from the top-N list of the total number

Table 1 Identification of
clusters based on different
learning styles

Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 ..... Cluster 8

Sensing Sensing Sensing Sensing Intuitive

Visual Visual Verbal Verbal Visual

Sequential Global Sequential Global Global

16 learners 20 learners 14 learners 10 learners ..... 18 learners
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Table 2 Characteristics of the
data sets per cluster Clust1 Clust2 Clust3 Clust4 Clust5 Clust6 Clust7 Clust8

Num. of learners 16 20 14 10 16 11 15 18

Num. of LO 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72

Num. of tags 1328 1804 1100 850 1380 898 1373 1458

Avg. Num. of tags per learners 18.4 25.1 15.3 11.8 19.2 12.5 19.1 20.3

Avg. Num. of tags per LO 83.0 90.2 78.6 85.0 86.3 81.6 91.5 81.0

of items or tags set by a given user from the estimation part
of a data set (formula 2).

4.3 Experimental settings

In our experiments, the classical measures precision and
recall were chosen in order to evaluate several suitable rec-
ommendation techniques in e-learning environments. At the
beginning, we will describe the settings used to execute
algorithms being evaluated. Later, we will present and ana-
lyze the results of performed experiments and evaluations.
In advance to start the complete experimental evaluation of
selected algorithms (Adapted Page-Rank, FolkRank, Col-
laborative based on Tags, Higher Order Singular Value
Decomposition - HOSVD, Ranking with Tensor Factoriza-
tion - RTF) we will first determine the sensitivity of the
important parameters for each algorithm. For the remaining
experiments optimal values of these parameters were fixed
and used. The analysis included all eight clusters.

Adapted PageRank algorithm We stopped calculation at
the moment when the distance between two consecutive
weight vectors was less than 10−6. The parameter d was 0.7.
In �p, we gave higher weights to the user and the item from
the post which was chosen. While each user, tag and item
got a preference weight of 1, the user and item from that
particular post got a preference weight of 1 + |U|and 1 +
|I|, respectively.

FolkRank algorithm The equal parameters and prefer-
ences were selected as in the Adapted PageRank.

Fig. 9 Recall of collaborative tag-based CF according to the variation
of neighborhood size

Collaborative Filtering (CF) based on Tags algorithm
Based on the user-tag matrix, πUT Y the neighborhood has
been computed. The number k of best neighbors repre-
sents the parameter that needs to be tuned in the CF based
algorithms [33]. We investigated the effect of the recalls
variation, according to the neighborhood size k which is
carefully associated with generation of tag preferences. A
graph of changes the neighborhood size from 10 to 90 is
shown in Fig. 9. When the neighborhood size increases
from 10 to 30 recommender quality improves, appropriately.
Nevertheless, an increase of the k value did not perform sta-
tistically important enhancements after the neighborhood of
size 30. Once the number of nearest neighbors’ k (NNk), is
acceptably large, the recommendation quality for each user
is not changed by any further increment of the k parame-
ter. According to this trend, we selected 30 as our optimum
choice of the neighborhood size.

Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD)
algorithm. Since there is no straightforward way to find the
optimal values for c1, c2 and c3, we follow the technique
presented by [30] that a 70% of the original diagonals of
X(1), X(2) and X(3) matrices can give good approxima-
tions. Thus, c1, c2 and c3 are set to be the numbers of
singular values by preserving 70% of the original diagonals
of X(1), X(2) and X(3) respectively in each run.

RTF. We ran RTF with (ku, ki, kt ) ∈ {(8, 8, 8); (16,
16, 16); (32, 32, 32)} dimensions, as it was proposed by
[28]. The corresponding model is called “RTF 8”, “RTF
16”, and “RTF32”. The other hyper parameters are: learn-
ing rateα = 0.5, regularization γ = γc = 10−5, iterations
iter = 500. Parameters of the model θ̂ has been initial-
ized with small random values calculated from the normal
distribution N(0, 0.1).

4.4 Results

We analyzed the prediction quality of User-based Collab-
orative Filtering, (Collaborative Filtering based on Tags),
graph-based approaches (Adapted PageRank and FolkRank
algorithms), and tensor based approaches (HOSVD and
RTF).

Some data transformations need to be performed in
order to apply typical CF-based algorithms to folksonomies.
These transformations cause the information loss, which can
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decrease the recommendation quality. Likewise, evaluation
of large projection matrices need to be kept in memory,
which can be time or space consuming and thus com-
promise real time recommendations of CF-based methods.
Also, the CF algorithm could be changed for each different
mode to be recommended, challenging additional effort for
proposing multimode recommendations.

FolkRank algorithm is developed on PageRank algorithm.
It is evident that FolkRank gives importantly better recom-
mendations of tags than CF. The main reason is ability of
FolkRank algorithm to utilize the information that is appro-
priate to the specific user together with input from other
users via the integrating structure of the underlying hyper-
graph. Regarding the prediction quality of CF, Adapted
PageRank and FolkRank approaches (Fig. 10) it could be
noticed that FolkRank outperforms both of them. In addition
to generally relevant tags, FolkRank algorithm is capable
to predict the most appropriate tags for the user in con-
trary to CF. This is a consequence of the fact that FolkRank
technique takes into consideration the vocabulary of the par-
ticular user, through the hyper-graph structure, which CF
by definition can’t achieve. Furthermore, FolkRank method
permits mode changing with no additional modification in
the algorithm. Additionally, FolkRank, as well as CF-based
algorithms, is robust concerning online updates because it
does not have to be trained whenever a new user, tag or item
appears in the system. On the other hand, FolkRank algo-
rithm is more suitable for systems where real-time recom-
mendations are not demanded, because it is computationally
expensive and not trivially scalable. Tensor factorization
method, as well as FolkRank, works over the ternary rela-
tion of the folksonomy. Even though the phase of tensor
reconstruction is expensive, it can be realized offline. When
the lower dimensional tensor is computed, the recommen-
dations can be generated faster, which makes this algorithm
appropriate for real time recommendations.

In practice, RTF model was much faster in prediction
than HOSVD model, mainly due to its need for less dimen-
sions than HOSVD for attaining better quality.

A crucial problem with HOSVD is sensitivity to the num-
ber of dimensions and the relations between the user, tag
and item dimensions. Selecting the identical dimension for
all three proportions causes poor results.

On the other hand, for RTF method it can be chosen the
same number of dimensions for user, tag and item. Besides
this theoretical analysis, in Fig. 10, the prediction quality of
RTF is convincingly better in comparison with the HOSVD.
Also, Fig. 10 shows that RTF can achieve similar results
as HOSVD even with a small number of 8 dimensions.
When the dimensions of RTF are increased to 16 it already
performs better than HOSVD in quality. Furthermore when-
ever the dimensions for RTF have been increasing better
results for this method have been obtained. Concerning the

prediction quality of FolkRank and RTF algorithms it can be
noticed that RTF with 8 and 16 dimensions achieves compa-
rable results whereas 32 dimensions outperform FolkRank
on quality.

4.5 Runtime complexity comparison

The general way to predict a top-n list of tags t for a specific
user u and item i is based on formula:

T op (u, i, N) := N
arg max

t∈T

ŷu,i,t (3)

where the superscript N represents the number of tags to
return. One of the benefits from a factorization model like
RTF or HOSVD is that after a model is built, predictions
only rely on the model. This leads to faster prediction run-
time than with models like FolkRank. We compare the
runtime complexity of RTF method to the state-of-the-art
tag recommendation method FolkRank [27].

For predicting ŷu,i,t with a factorization model, formula
is used:

ŷu,i,t =
∑

ũ

∑

ĩ

∑

t̃

ĉ
ũ,ĩ,t̃

· ûu,ũ · î
i,ĩ

· t̂t,t̃ (4)

and the runtime complexity of RTF method is O(kU ·kI ·kT ).
Thus, the trivial upper bound of the runtime for predicting
a top-n list is O(|T | · kU · kI · kT ). The authors in [37]
have proven that the runtime complexity for top-n predic-
tions with FolkRank is O(iter· (|S| +|U| + |I| + |T |) +
|T | · N) where iter is the number of iterations. That means
for predicting a personalized top-n list, FolkRank has to
pass several times through the whole database of observa-
tions. When we compare this to RTF it is obvious that RTF
models have a much better runtime complexity as they only
depend on the small dimensions of the factorization and
on the number of tags. The only disadvantage of RTF to
FolkRank, with regarding to runtime, is that it requires a
training phase. But as training is usually done offline, this
does not affect the applicability of RTF for fast large-scale
tag recommendation.

The small Protus dataset and the dataset of the world’s
largest social music service Last.fm [38] have been used in
order to make quality runtime comparison of the selected
methods. FolkRank is compared to RTF with an increasing
number of dimensions. An empirical runtime comparison
for predicting a ranked list of tags for a post can be found
in Fig. 11. The runtime of the RTF model is dominated by
the dimension of the factorization and is independent of the
size of the dataset. The runtime on the Protus dataset and
larger Last.fm dataset are almost the same – e.g. for RTF64
7.5 ms for Protus and 9.3 ms for Last.fm. With smaller fac-
torization, the number of tags has a larger impact on the
runtime – e.g. for RTF16 it is 0.24 ms vs. 1.08 ms. For the
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Fig. 10 Results for Recall and Precision for graph-based and tensor-based methods
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Fig. 11 Runtime comparison
for predicting one ranked list of
tags

large dataset the runtime of RTF is 220 ms. The reason is
that the runtime of FolkRank depends on the size of the
dataset and on the very small Protus dataset that leads to a
reasonable runtime but already for the larger Last.fm dataset
the runtime of FolkRank gets unfeasible any more for real-
time predictions. In contrast to this RTF only depends on the
factorization dimensions and not on the size of the dataset.

4.6 Tag entropy over time

Research on collaborative tagging processes has found that
the position of a tag correlates with its expressiveness [39].
Tag entropy is a measurement of specificity where more
general tags should have higher entropies because they
might appear in different topics, whereas seldom tags are
often more specific to a topic, thus have lower entropies.
The entropy of a tag is defined as:

H(T ) = −
∑

t∈T

p(t) log2 p(t) (5)

Here, T is the set of tags in the profile of learner, p(t) is
the probability that the tag t was utilized by learner and
log2 p(t) is called self-information. Using base 2 for the
computation of the logarithm allows for measuring self-
information as well as entropy in bits. Figure 12. shows the
strong correlation between the position and the informative-
ness of a tag.

It appears that learners tend to assign common tags at
the beginning of the tagging process and more specific tags
later. There exist at least three potential explanations for this
effect [33]:

1. The affinity to label from general to specific could be a
universal behavioural pattern of humans that persists in
other domains.

2. The effect could also consequence from users’ intention
to classify new content into a set of relatively constant
categories. Adding frequent category tags in the begin-
ning and content specific tags later would result in an
increase in entropy as the one observed in Fig. 12.

3. Finally, the perceived association between tag position
and entropy could be initiated by the tag recommenda-
tion functionality.

4.7 Semantic analysis of tags

A semantic analysis of tags was performed to better under-
stand different utilization of tags. Tags were classified
according to [40] that is also based on the categories of [25],
which are:

1. Factual tags - tags may be used to identify the topic
of an object using nouns and proper nouns (e.g. oper-
ators, loop, arrays) or to classify the type of object
(e.g. tutorial, task, example, basic info, explanation,
definition),

2. Subjective tags - tags may be used to denote the
qualities and characteristics of the item (e.g. useful,
interesting, difficult, easy, understandable, blurry) and

3. Personal tags - item ownership, self-reference, tasks
organization - a subset of tags often used by individuals
to organize their own learning objects. Much like self-
referencing tags, some tags are used by individuals for
task organization (e.g. to read, to practice, to print).

Fig. 12 Tag entropy H(T) over time
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When we analyzed how these tags were used and re-used
among learners, we found the vast majority of the tags were
of the personal (44% of tags) and subjective type (40%
of tags). The rest of the tags (16% of tags) were factual
in their nature and could be used to identify the topic of
a learning object. The obtained distribution indicates the
fact that learners adapt learning objects themselves and
organize them for easily managing. In a MovieLens study
[40], for comparison, the distribution was 63% factual, 29%
subjective, 3% personal and 5% other.

4.8 Expert validity survey

In order to systematically verify the relationship between
learning comprehension and learner data tagging, and in
order to help teachers evaluate learner knowledge, an exper-
imental test was created with the expert tag set. The col-
lection of learner tags was compared with the tags given
independently by 4 experts in the field. The expert tag set
was comprised of 165 tags of which 100 were different.

The collection of learner tags was compared with the tags
given independently by 4 experts in the field. The expert tag
set was comprised of 165 tags of which 100 were different.

Within expert tag set, we elaborated two research questions:

1. Which learning objects can be found by a simulated
query with the expert tags on the complete set of learner
tags and which relevance (number of matching tags)
does it have? With respect to this question, we found that
the ratio of matches was in average 45% of the expert
tags also assigned to a learning object by the learners.

2. How many keywords assigned as tags are already
present as text in the LO? This question addresses if the
tags given to the learning items stay close to the origi-
nal item. The results were that experts tend to tag more
abstractly and conceptually than learners. According to
[40] categories, the distribution was 73% factual, 16%
subjective, 4% personal and 7% other.

Given that 55% of the expert tags were tags not within the
body of tags used by learners, we question the benefits of
providing these tags to learners at all. The lack of expert
time and willingness to fill in metadata has been cited [41] as
a significant hurdle to deploying learning objects. If expert
tags provide limited value to learners, it may be more appro-
priate to bootstrap data sets with automatic tagging features
and reduce the load on those who are creating content. We
note the potential pedagogical benefits of collaborative tag-
ging as suggested by [42]: that the tags themselves represent
the expertise of the users. This proposes that at a collabora-
tive level, a tag set can be observed as the course is being
given by the experts to improvement an insight into the
topics and concepts that learners are filtering from the online
material.

Beyond the issue of expert time is the issue of control
in the classroom. Unlike the open web, where individual
success is evaluated by the individual, success in e-learning
systems is typically dictated through a series of educator
prepared exams. It has observed that educators are hesitant
to change their teaching to adopt new methods in the class-
room (virtual or otherwise), because of a loss of control. By
engaging educators actively in the process of creating tags, it
may reduce their fears of these new technologies. However,
our results showed only 45% of the expert tags were repre-
sented in the tags of the learners. Also [43] suggested that
unlike open a web system, the educator in the classroom is
not merely a peer, and their tags may be more relevant to the
examinations, which may be useful to learners. Therefore,
end-use of tags in an educational context is of significant
interest to us.

4.9 Discussion

The experiments were performed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the system from the view-points of both teachers
and learners. The results of these experiments demonstrated
the potential of collaborative tagging as a mean for gath-
ering expertise from the instructional designers. At a col-
laborative level, a tag set can be observed as the course is
being given by the experts to improve an insight into the top-
ics and concepts that learners are filtering from the online
material. The general opinion of experts has been very pos-
itive. They have demonstrated a high degree of motivation
and have especially liked the novelty of using learners’ data
to improve e-learning courses, to be able to apply modifi-
cations to courses directly from the system and having the
possibility of working and sharing information with other
teachers and educational experts.

We studied how many LO were tagged on average by
each learner in the system and found that even 65% learners
perform high activity, tagging between 50 and 72 LOs. We
examined tag characteristics of learners in Protus in order to
comprehend the individualities of learner tags and learner’s
tagging behavior.

It has been noticed: the frequency at which a tag is
selected tends to become fixed if the number of learners
increased enough and a tagged object receives enough tags.
This concept of convergence or stabilization has important
consequences for the collective usefulness of individual tag-
ging behavior. Similarly, this stabilization can perform for
the period of sharing knowledge, as well as when learners
repeat the tag selection of other learners.

We analyzed the prediction quality of graph-based
approaches, Adapted PageRank and FolkRank, and tensor
based approaches, HOSVD and RTF in our specific edu-
cational environment. FolkRank algorithm is construc-
ted on PageRank and proved as significantly better tag
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recommendation technique than CF, because FolkRank has
ability to utilize the information appropriate to the particular
learner analyzing inputs from other learners passing through
the underlying hypergraph.

Regarding the prediction quality of CF, Adapted PageR-
ank and FolkRank it could be seen that FolkRank outper-
forms the other two methods. FolkRank algorithm also per-
mits mode converting with no modification in the algorithm.
FolkRank is robust in the terms of online updates since it
doesn’t need to be reapplied every time a new learner, item
or tag is introduced to the system. However, FolkRank is
computationally more expensive and not trivially scalable,
making it more suitable for systems where real-time recom-
mendations are not a requirement. Similarly to FolkRank,
tensor factorization methods also work directly over the
ternary relation of the folksonomy. Although the tensor
reconstruction phase can be expensive, it could be per-
formed offline. After the lower dimensional tensor is com-
puted, the recommendations can be done quickly, making
these algorithms appropriate for real-time recommendations.

The property about mode changing, which can only be
completed by minimizing the same error function, is exami-
ned as potential drawback of tensor factorization methods.
For example, HOSVD algorithm uses the reconstructed ten-
sor for multi-mode recommendations with simple mode chan-
ging. However, although it could be the case that the problem
is wrong solved: HOSVD reduces a least-square error func-
tion while social tagging RS is more associated to ranking.
We selected only the best representatives of the consid-
ered techniques and concluded that the best results can be
achieved with RTF followed by FolkRank then HOSVD.

5 Conclusions and future directions

Over the last two decades, recommender systems have made
significant progress. Numerous approaches, such as col-
laborative, hybrid and content-based methods were applied
along with several “industrial-strength” systems. Regard-
less of these improvements, the contemporary recommender
systems still require additional enhancements in order to
improve recommendation methods within a range of appli-
cations. The growing popularity of the collaborative tagging
systems, presented in this paper, encourages the practice
of tags and could provide enhancement to recommender
systems in e-learning. Tags can help user in a process of
organization private collections. In addition, a tag can be
regarded as a personal opinion of a user, whereas tagging
includes implicit voting or rating of the items. Therefore, it
is expected that the tagging information can be useful for
recommendations generation.

Collaborative tagging can be considered as important
means for classification of dynamic content for sharing or

searching. In this paper, we have studied the prospective of
collaborative tagging systems, specifying analysis of per-
sonalized and subjective user preferences, classification of
learning content for applying collaborative tagging tech-
niques into Java Tutoring system. The action of carefully
choosing collaborative tagging techniques can encourage
growing motivation in learning process and better under-
standing of the learning content.

The most significant part of our research focuses on suit-
able selection of collaborative tagging techniques which
could lead to improved and personalized recommendations,
that are in accordance with the learner’s interests, his/her
learning style, demographic characteristics and previously
acquired knowledge. Learners’ motivation, as an important
concept in learning process, can be enhanced with recom-
mendation for learning, because the system can intelligently
recognize how well the learner handles the matter to get
instructions what to read next.

When we were preparing recommendations by apply-
ing selected techniques in the field of e-learning we had to
consider the semantics of tagging, which varies according
to different applications. A semantic analysis of tags was
performed to better understand different utilization of tags.
When we analyzed how these tags were used and re-used
among learners, we found the clear majority of the tags were
of the personal and subjective type. The obtained distribu-
tion is different from other well-known data sets, indicates
the fact that learners adapt learning objects themselves and
organize them for easier managing. Consequently, intel-
ligent data extraction from the tag data set in terms of
knowledge needs to be different and innovative. A system
should generate recommendations list like a professor in the
classroom, during the face-to-face learning process.

Our future studies could focus more specifically on mea-
suring the impact of prior learner experience with computers
and the Internet and interest in the knowledge domain on
the effect of creating tags. Additionally, future studies could
investigate whether are there more factors which also have
an influence on the choice of tags. Possible factor candidates
could be a mood or stress level of learners.
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creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted
use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided you give
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